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Abstract

2.

This paper details the experience of the SEMREV project and case development in France. The
context of the project and its research activities to
prepare full scale testing are described.
The
environmental and legal aspects of open sea testing
are presented as well instrumentation monitoring
and site assessment methodologies.
The paper includes an update of France’s latest
announcements regarding marine renewable
energy. National programs to support full-scale
marine renewable energy test sites are under
deployment.

Test site description

2.1 Location and characteristics
The SEM-REV test site is located in the Pays de la
Loire region in France within 100km from the city of
Nantes. The offshore test zone will be implemented at
approximately 15km off the town of Le Croisic in 35
meters L.A.T of water depth. The sensor network is
deployed inside the 1km2 test area and beyond this area
covering high depth climate parameters as well as
shallow water data.
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1.

Introduction

Several wave energy test sites are under
development throughout the world and more
specifically in Europe. Scotland has lead the way with
the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) in
Orkney which was operational in 2004. Other test
facilities oriented to help the demonstration of full scale
wave energy converters (WEC) are under construction
in England, Ireland, Spain and Sweden.
Test site development is quite slow, complicated and
ways of reaching the project’s construction are
different from one country to another.
The French case SEM-REV is among all these
attempts to provide device developers with a facilitated
environment to perform testing and qualification of the
machine under a monitored environment.
After first site assessment studies, the consenting
process for SEM-REV is underway [1]. It is a major
step for French Regulators as this is the first offshore
marine energy test site permitting process in France.

Figure 1: Test site zone and high voltage static cable route

As an operational full scale test site [2], SEM-REV
aims to offer operational conditions for technology
developers to demonstrate the operation of their WEC
devices in real sea conditions. SEM-REV is being
assessed for grid connection through a single 3-core
AC 20kV/2.5MVA sub-sea cable. A substation will be
built on land and will receive the power cable junction
and further switchgears, protection and power
monitoring equipment. This substation will be the
connection point to the 20kV local electricity
distribution grid which is connected to the national

The French context within marine renewable energy
support has evolved and new programs are taking place
to help and accelerate the industry development.
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Electricity Transport Network through an existing
substation.

Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP). The use of arrays of
synchronized instruments aims to better understand the
influence of complex sea states on the performance of
wave energy converters.
Measurement of the winds and atmospheric
parameters are made by a meteorological buoy moored
on the maritime test zone.
The meteorological buoy is used to collect
atmospheric information enabling the evaluation of the
open test site met-ocean conditions. The buoy motion
and attitude has been calibrated at the Ecole Centrale
de Nantes wave tank on high frequency sea states,
representative of wind swells.

The cable is going to be buried under the seabed
following
the
route
engineering
study
recommendations. Two geophysical surveys have been
carried out to determine the optimum route for the
cable burial. The cable burial depth is however still
discussed regarding values between 1 and 2 meters
below the seabed.
2.2 Meteorological data
a. Wave climate

The meteorological buoy has a wired connection to
sea bottom based ADCPs. This connection enables
real-time communication and power sourcing to the
profiler. The latter is used with a frequency wave
spectrum module providing 20 minute wave spectra.
This configuration allows longer deployment of the
ADCPs.

The energy produced by a wave energy converter is
dependant on the full description of the wave climate.
This information is complete when using measured
wave spectrum data processed by oceanographic
instrumentation. While the test site is under
development, only model data has been used to
determine the marine climatology. A hindcast was used
to produce this data covering a 23 year period with a
time step of 3 hours. The boundary conditions came
from an archive of operational data from the ECMWF
WAM model.
A few wave climate characteristics are presented
below. The coordinates of the output grid point are
2°46.14’ W / 47°14.4’ N.
Month

Average
wave power
(kW/m)

Mean
direction (°
true north)

January
February
March
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July
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32.61
27.70
17.88
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249
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257
256
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260
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Figure 2: SEM-REV meteorological buoy under
calibration at ECN ocean engineering tank

The instruments are equipped with real-time radio
frequency transmitting systems, which allow
instantaneous use of the measured data. Processed data,
such us spectral information, can be managed and sent
to the land database through HF links.
The SEM-REV sensor
following instruments:

Table 1: Average wave power and direction

includes

the

- Datawell MKIII waverider databuoys
- RDI Workhorse Sentinel Acoustic Doppler
Current Profilers
- A meteorological measurement buoy equipped
with a CR1000 datalogger providing:

The average wave power on the test site is 14.4
kW/m.
Wave climate properties and distribution are very
time-dependant. For this reason a monitoring sensor
network is under installation on the maritime test zone
and further.

3.

network

• Utrasonic 3-D wind speed and direction
• Atmospheric pressure
• Rainfall
• Humidity and air temperature
• Direct solar radiation
• Water surface temperature
• Direct link to the ADCPs (energy & data link and
communication)
• Buoy attitude (pitch & roll)

SEM-REV sensor network

The SEM-REV test site offers a full range of
oceanographic sensors [3] allowing sea state
measurements and wireless real-time data collection.
The instrumentation comprises an array of wave
measuring instruments such as wave buoys or Acoustic
2
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4.

Preparing the maritime works

4.1 Cable laying offshore works
The maritime works for export cable lay and burial
have to take into account all offshore and nearshore
operations. In the SEM-REV case, these works include
the horizontal drilling for the beach approach, the
beach manhole construction and installation, the laying
and pulling of the cable within the drilled tunnel and
finally the laying and burial of the cable into the
engineered route.
Selecting the laying platform, one should carefully
verify the properties hereafter:
- Load carrying capability
- Deckspace
- Presence of a jointing shack or house
- Crew quarter size
- Platform sea keeping ability
- Bollard pull capacity
- Turntables, caroussels, cable tank presence
- Emergency cutter presence
- Properties of the cableways, rollers, laying and
pick up arms, chutes and laying wheels
The laying platform is completed with tensioning
equipment, ROV material and mostly jetting or
trenching ploughs. The ploughs are chosen
depending on the burying depth and seabed sediment
characteristics.

Figure 3: SEM-REV sensor network description and
layout

Real-time data being collected by the sensor network
is managed at the SEM-REV test site land base located
at Le Croisic coastal town. HF receivers and frequency
split operators are used to send the data to a
management system.
Data can hence be stored as raw information or be
processed and stored afterwards. The management
system operates a duplicated database which allows the
users to perform distant queries with programmed
access levels. Wave spectral information has been
successfully loaded into the PREVIMER database
providing a comparison between the measured and the
forecasted data.
The CETMEF Candhis online database is also being
fed by the spectal sea state wave rider data up to now.
The architecture of the landbased system is
presented hereafter.

4.2 Weather downtime
While preparing the installation of the offshore
subsea cable, weather downtime calculation defines the
strategy for the maritime works. Typically one of three
maritime works contracts can be made chosen between
the following:
- Full operational days contract
- Operational days contract including a fixed days
number of weather downtime
- Operational days contracts excluding or partly
including the weather downtime
Depending on the type of contract chosen, the risk
and cost can be balanced between the project developer
and the maritime works company.
Bad weather windows largely affect operations at
sea. Downtime is caused by high winds or heavy sea
conditions preventing vessels and equipment from
being operated.
Hence, probability density functions are used to
represent the test site zone sea states distribution using
hourly hindcast data. Uncertainty over model hindcast
data is taking into account using different 3rd generation
wave propagation models as in Mackay & al. [4].
The probability distribution is fitted with a normal
or a weibull distribution allowing detailed installation
duration and weather window estimations.

Figure 4: SEM-REV sensor network description and
layout
Power quality is also monitored from the land substation
and data is included into the same database management
system. The quality monitoring includes voltage, current,
active & reactive power, short circuit currents, frequency,
flicker and signal harmonics. These measurements can be
performed at different states of the system.
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